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Loopholes persist
in Mississippi
campaign finance
laws
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Katrina Andrews, an RN volunteer with the Northeast Mississippi Coalition Against COVID-19, gives Willie Ivy, of Prairie, his
first dose of the Moderna vaccine on Sunday, April 18 at Zion Springs M.B. Church in Okolona.

Community leaders, members spearhead vaccination efforts

JACKSON • Former Mississippi Transportation Commissioner Dick Hall was already retired from public
service by last year, but he continued spending a significant chunk of campaign cash accumulated over a
long career in elected office.
He used campaign funds for personal expenses
such as phone bills, a storage unit, a hotel room, groceries and “Wine & Spirits.”
In January – about a year after his last day on the job
– the Republican terminated his campaign account,
which still showed a balance of $106,479.85. In his final report to state elections officials, he did not specify
what he would do with the leftover money.
“I’m going to be able to spend this money however I want to spend it,” Hall told the Daily Journal this
week. “Some of it is going to be able to go to charities,
it already has. But I’m going to be able to have that
flexibility.”
Hall’s actions highlight two loopholes in the state’s
notoriously loose and confusing campaign finance
laws. First, politicians can legally use their campaign
funds for personal reasons as long as it’s money they
raised before 2018, when reforms took effect banning the practice. Many veteran lawmakers and other
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“COVID-19 is really killing a lot of people Office of Preventive Health and Health Equity
from around here,” Ivy said. It was a Sunday, told the Daily Journal via email.
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organizers and founding
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The pulse of the community
Dr. Victor D. Sutton
They formed the Northeast
The April 18 event was organized by the Northeast
Office of Preventative Health Mississippi Coalition Against
COVID-19 with partners such
Mississippi Coalition Against
and Health Equity as Mississippi Minority FarmCOVID-19, a grassroots coalition of Northeast Mississipers Alliance, Project ELECT,
Hooks Diabetes and Medicine
pi community members and
groups working to bring vaccines directly Clinic, Eliza Pillars Registered Nurses of Misto the people. Across the state, communi- sissippi, church leaders and state representaty partners like them are playing a vital role tive Rickey Thompson.
in addressing barriers for minority and rural
As Black leaders, Townsend said they’re
populations, Dr. Victor D. Sutton, director for
the Mississippi State Department of Health’s TURN TO VACCINATION, 2A
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Tupelo leaders
celebrate opening of
newly renovated Oren
Dunn City Museum
By TAYLOR VANCE
Daily Journal
TUPELO • Residents of the All-America City will
now be able to understand Tupelo’s story a little
better.
City officials on Friday morning conducted a
ribbon cutting ceremony for the newly revamped
Oren Dunn City Museum located at Ballard Park on
Rutherford Road.
For the past year, the museum has undergone a
massive renovation with new exhibits, including
ones that explore the city’s rich musical history
and tell the story of President Franklin Roosevelt
famous visit to Tupelo in the 1930s.
“This tells the timeline of how the city of Tupelo
really transformed from being one of the poorest
cities of the poorest regions in the entire United
States to what we have become today,” Mayor Jason Shelton said.
The renovation was funded through money that
was originally set aside for the city to host events
throughout 2020 to celebrate the city’s 150th anniversary. But with the onset of COVID-19, those
events had to be cancelled.
So the city leadership repurposed the funds to
renovate the museum.
“We felt like it was important that we invest in
the future of Tupelo somehow, but also remember
our past with the sesquicentennial,” Neal McCoy,
the director of the city’s Convention and Visitor’s
Bureau, said. “Naturally, it just fit that we invest in
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» Visit djournal.com for more stories, photos and videos. Follow the Daily Journal on
social media @djournalnow to see the latest news about Northeast Mississippi.
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